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Abstract

Mass media convey deep divisions among citizens despite scant evidence for such ide-

ological polarization. Do ordinary citizens perceive themselves to be more extreme and

divided than they actually are? If so, what are the ramifications of such misperception?

A representative sample from California provides evidence that voters from both sides

of the state’s political divide perceive both their liberal and conservative peers’ positions

as more extreme than they actually are, implying inaccurate beliefs about polarization.

A second study again demonstrates this finding with an online sample and presents evi-

dence that misperception of mass-level extremity can affect individuals’ own policy opin-

ions. Experimental participants randomly assigned to learn the actual average policy-

related predispositions of liberal and conservative Americans later report opinions that

are 8-13% more moderate, on average. Thus, citizens appear to consider peers’ positions

within public debate when forming their own opinions and adopt slightly more extreme

positions as a consequence.
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Listening to many pundits today, one might think that America is on the verge of an

ideological civil war. According to this narrative, the population is split into two deeply

committed factions and engaged in a righteous struggle for no less than the soul and

future of the nation. But this sensational account doesn’t square with reality. Time and

time again, political science has found that citizens form political attitudes with very little

ideological constraint (Converse 1964; 2000), vote according to incumbents’ performance

rather than their issue positions (Campbell et al. 1960; Lenz 2012), and identify as “liberal”

or “conservative” largely for social and symbolic reasons (Conover and Feldman 1981).

And, ultimately, there is little evidence that Americans today reject centrism in their issue

positions more than in the past (Brownstein 2007; Fiorina and Abrams 2009).

But do citizens recognize their own moderateness? Bombarded from the left and right

by messages that convey mass-level ideological strife, do ordinary citizens’ perceptions of

public opinion diverge from reality? In two studies, I present evidence that they do: cit-

izens tend to overestimate the liberalism of self-described liberals and the conservatism

of self-described conservatives.1 As one might expect, the severity of these mispercep-

tions is heterogeneous across ideological groups, but both self-described liberals and self-

described conservatives significantly overestimate extremism on both sides. This pattern

of misperception implies a phenomenon akin to pluralistic ignorance of public moder-

ateness: citizens tend to be relatively centrist, but they also misperceive themselves as

outliers in this regard.

What are the consequences of such misperception for individuals’ own attitudes? In

1Support for this research was provided by the Institute of Governmental Studies at

the University of California, Berkeley. Supporting information (SI) is available in an

online appendix at www.journals.cambridge.org/jop. Replication data are available at

www.dougahler.com.
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Study 2, I present experimental evidence that individuals who are informed of the true

distribution of public opinion tend to subsequently report political attitudes that are sig-

nificantly more moderate than participants whose misperceptions are either left uncor-

rected or reinforced. In this sense, misperception of public extremism is, to a certain

degree, a self-fulfilling process.

Citizens’ Perceptions of Ideological Groups

Over the past two decades, the press has frequently relied on the narrative of a polarized

nation to explain political outcomes (Fiorina and Abrams 2008; also see Fiorina, Abrams,

and Pope 2005 for excellent primary source examples). But while “the year of the angry

white male” and “values voters” provide for better copy than “retrospective voting using

the economy as a heuristic,” the evidence tends to support the latter narrative (Converse

1964; Jacobson 1996; Bartels 2008; Lenz 2012). Regardless of the truth, however, if citizens’

sources of political information convey the existence of deep division, then their percep-

tions of liberal and conservative positions and their beliefs about mass-level polarization

may be quite inaccurate. As Mutz (1998, 5) notes:

“One might say that mass media may not be particularly influential in telling

people what to think, or perhaps even what to think about, but media are

tremendously influential in telling people what others are thinking about and

experiencing. These perceptions, in turn, have important consequences for the

political behavior of mass publics and political elites as well.”

Brady and Sniderman (1985) present partial evidence for such misperception of ide-

ological groups, finding that 1972 and 1976 ANES respondents perceive sociopolitical

groups on the left side of the political divide (e.g., liberals, Democrats, and African-

Americans) as significantly more liberal on specific issues than their average member
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actually is. On the other hand, contrary to this study’s hypothesis of a general mispercep-

tion of extremism and polarization, Brady and Sniderman find that their survey respon-

dents identify the average conservative location on specific issues with precision.

Why might citizens today also misperceive self-described conservatives’ positions?

For a start, social movements and elite politics on the right may have affected citizens’

beliefs about mass-level conservatism. The rise of the evangelical, neoconservative, and

Tea Party movements in the years since 1976 may have produced a rightward shift in

citizens’ general perceptions of conservatives. Citizens may also perceive greater mass-

level extremism on the right because of the increase in elite-level polarization, which has

been driven primarily by Republican elites becoming more extreme (McCarty, Poole and

Rosenthal 2006; Hacker and Pierson 2006).

Indeed, if elites serve as exemplars of sociopolitical groups, attentive citizens may

attribute greater extremism to rank-and-file liberals and conservatives even absent the

mass polarization narrative. The rise of both polarized party politics and partisan media

yields an information environment in which citizens more frequently encounter extreme

liberal and conservative exemplars. And while these exemplars tend to be elite, evalua-

tions of exemplars can affect evaluations of group members linked to them, even if such

linkages are tenuous (Gilovich 1981). In sum, today’s information environment may lead

individuals to overestimate mass-level polarization multiple ways: through the use of

a polarization narrative, through the role that partisan journalists play as exemplars of

liberals and conservatives, and by transmitting information that elite political exemplars

are, indeed, becoming more polarized.

In addition to historical developments and the changing information environment, af-

fective processes may also be at work. Individuals may attribute extremism to a group as

a consequence of the low affect they hold for that group. Conservatives’ relative disdain

for liberals in the 1970s, compared to liberals’ generally neutral feelings about conser-
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vatives at that time, produced the asymmetric misperception of liberals that Brady and

Sniderman (1985) document. Today, strong liberal and conservative identifiers hold more

intense feelings about these groups than they did in the 1970s (Fiorina, Abrams and Pope

2005; Iyengar, Sood and Lelkes 2012).2 While this trend is primarily limited to strong iden-

tifiers, the increased animosity among strong identifiers and ideological activists could

potentially trickle down to the weaker identifiers via the mass media, which gives ideo-

logical purists a bigger megaphone and a greater ability to affectively tint the news in the

post-broadcast era (Prior 2007; Mutz 2007).

Indeed, there exists evidence that citizens of all political stripes hold erroneous beliefs

about both liberals and conservatives today. Citizens from all parts of the political spec-

trum tend to overestimate the difference in moral concerns between the two groups, and

in particular, overestimate conservatives’ stinginess and liberals’ “bleeding-heartedness”

(Graham, Nosek and Haidt 2012; Farwell and Weiner 2000). Furthermore, individuals be-

lieve themselves to be different from these stereotypes, a phenomenon similar to pluralis-

tic ignorance.3 While this concerns sociological stereotypes of liberals and conservatives

rather than beliefs about their policy-related and ideological predispositions, it provides

even more reason to investigate the latter. In particular, I suspect that citizens, and es-

pecially those who identify as liberals or conservatives, accept ideological extremity as a

norm even if they would prefer centrist outcomes, on average (Fiorina and Abrams 2009).

2This is measured by the difference in feeling thermometer ratings for “liberals” and

“conservatives.”
3Pluralistic ignorance is a social psychological concept that refers to “shared but erro-

neous beliefs about the attitudes and behaviors of other people” (Todorov and Mandis-

odza 2004), or more simply, a state of affairs in which “no one believes, but everyone

thinks that everyone believes” (Krech and Crutchfield 1948).
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Hypothesis 1: Misperceived mass polarization Citizens tend to overestimate the extrem-

ity of their peers’ political positions. More specifically, they overestimate the liberal-

ism of self-described liberals and the conservatism of self-described conservatives.

Research on pluralistic ignorance has also shown that erroneous beliefs about the pub-

lic can affect attitudes and behaviors by leading individuals to shift toward the perceived

social norm (Miller, Monin and Prentice 2000). In this case, I suspect that misperceptions

of polarization have consequences for citizens’ own political attitudes. Why might this

be so? One reason is that citizens may use group cues as shortcuts in forming opinions.

Under this view, citizens use perceptions of where their group stands to help them ap-

proximate the attitudes they would form were they to expend significant time and effort

considering the issues (Lupia 1994; Levendusky 2010). Thus, when asked for an opinion

on an unfamiliar issue, a respondent may satisfice by reporting what she perceives to be

an opinion that a fellow group member would report.

A less sanguine view would argue that citizens are not rational cue-takers but rather

blind followers of where they perceive their groups to be (Lenz 2012; Mackie and Cooper

1984). Under this view, “liberal” and “conservative” are more than sets of political orien-

tations: they are also sociopolitical identities. As such, members of these groups “share

some emotional involvement in this common definition of themselves, and achieve some

degree of social consensus about the evaluation of their group and of their membership

in it” (Tajfel and Turner 2005). If individuals who identify as liberal or conservative find

value in a common definition of what it means to be liberal or conservative, then it fol-

lows that they will more readily accept socially constructed, albeit inaccurate, definitions

of what it means to hold that identity. In this case, being a member of the group involves

reporting consonant views, even if those views are somewhat more extreme than those

the citizen would normally hold. Perceptions of the other side would also be important

according to this view, as group identities are partially defined in relation to outgroups
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(Citrin, Wong and Duff 2001). Perceiving a high degree of mass-level polarization may

heighten the perceived stakes of political conflict, thus leading citizens to perceive greater

threat to their own group and place greater value on group solidarity. As a result, they

may report views that are more consistent with perceptions of their in-groups’ positions.

Most citizens are relatively unequipped with hard information for reporting opinions

about politics and public policy, but they also tend to possess a handful of considerations

for any given issue. In the absence of hard knowledge, these considerations may include

heuristic or group-based cues (Converse 1964; Zaller 1992). The key point here, follow-

ing the preceding discussion, is that perceived group cues—and, indeed, perceptions of

the broader public debate—serve as considerations that affect public opinion. If citizens

attribute greater extremism to groups on the left and right, such beliefs will factor into

the opinions they form and report. But, we should note that group cues aren’t the only

considerations that citizens possess, in most cases. As a consequence, a false sense of

polarization is not entirely self-fulfilling.4 Rather, I expect that the public would be even

more centrist in its opinions if citizens more accurately gauged mass-level opinion.

Hypothesis 2: The consequences of overestimating public polarization Perceptions of pub-

lic debate color individuals’ own opinions. As a consequence, overestimating the

policy-related disagreement between self-described liberals and self-described con-

servatives leads citizens to report political opinions that are more extreme than they

would with perfect information about where their peers stand.

4If it were, the public actually would be polarized and citizens would not hold erro-

neous perceptions as predicted in Hypothesis 1.
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Study 1: Misperceived Extremism in California

Research Design

To test the hypothesis that citizens tend to overestimate self-described liberals’ liberalism

and self-described conservatives’ conservatism, I relied on a population-representative

survey of 2444 registered voters in California in April and May of 2013.5 From this sam-

ple, I collected either respondents’ own policy-related predispositions for two major pol-

icy domains in American politics, or their perceptions of self-described liberals’ and con-

servatives’ predispositions. The online sample was recruited through Survey Sampling

International (SSI) and nearly perfectly matched the population of California voters on

party registration, education, and race.6

Two important caveats on external validity are necessary. First, the sample contains

only registered voters. Thus, any findings of perception-reality divergence can only be

generalized to voters rather than citizens as a whole. Second, the sample is highly repre-

sentative of registered voters in California, but not the nation as a whole. Nevertheless,

while it is important to recognize these limitations, it is also important to recognize what

we can say about the validity of any findings with this sample. Most significantly, by be-

ing able to generalize this study’s findings to registered voters in California, we can show

that the politically active class of citizens in the nation’s largest state—a political entity

unto itself—believe that the state’s population is more polarized than it actually is.

I randomly asked half of the sample to place themselves on a sliding scale for two

policy domains: the role of government in managing social welfare and the economy,

5This was a random subset of a sample of size n=5542, as allocated by the Institute of

Governmental Studies.
6See SI section 1.
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and the tradeoff between protecting the environment and protecting jobs. Both scales

ranged from 1 to 7, with the endpoints anchored by position statements.7 Respondents

could place themselves anywhere between 1 and 7 on these scales. I asked the other half

of the sample to use the same sliding scales to denote where they thought “Californians

who call themselves liberal” and “Californians who call themselves conservative” would

place themselves. To test the hypothesis that citizens overestimate their peers’ extrem-

ism, I compare the average perceptions of liberals and conservatives on these two policy

dimensions, as reported by this latter random half of the sample, to the actual average of

the positions reported by self-described liberals and conservatives in the first half of the

sample.8

Why were these two policy domains chosen? I chose to include the ANES question

about the proper role of government because it captures what we traditionally think of

as the primary dimension of politics and the domain that serves as the sharpest cleavage

between liberals and conservatives in American politics (Gerring 1998; McCarty, Poole

and Rosenthal 2006). By contrast, I chose to ask about the environment because it has

at times been a cross-cutting issue in California politics. Given that “green” is not solely

associated with liberalism in California politics, and that Californians have prominent

green conservative archetypes (including Arnold Schwarzenegger), we should expect this

domain to be a tough test of the hypothesis that Californians over-attribute policy-related

extremism on the basis of ideological identity.

7These were taken from the traditional ANES 7-point scale questions for these policy

domains. See SI section 2 for wording.
8I operationalize “liberals” as respondents located at 1-3 on the standard 7-point ideo-

logical scale, and “conservatives” as respondents located at 5-7.
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Results

Do the California voters overestimate liberals’ liberalism and conservatives’ conservatism?

To answer this question, Table 1 compares the average positions held by liberal and con-

servative Californians to the average perceptions of these groups. As the table shows,

both liberal and conservative respondents significantly overestimate both groups’ extrem-

ism on the proper role of government and environmental issues. Consistent with Brady

and Sniderman (1985), conservatives’ misperceptions regarding liberals are the largest.

Unlike those findings, however, liberal and conservative respondents in this study both

overestimate extremism within their own ranks.

(Insert Table 1 here.)

To better understand this apparent phenomenon, Figure 1 plots kernel density esti-

mates of liberal and conservative Californians’ self-placements on these two policy di-

mensions against the estimated distributions of perceptions of these self-placements. For

three of the four comparisons, the target group’s actual modal position is well over a

point less extreme than the group’s own modal perception of that position, and outgroup

members’ perceptions are even more divorced from reality.9 Most significantly, Figure

1 shows that strange distributions of preferences cannot be responsible for citizens’ mis-

perceptions of their peers. With the exception of conservatives’ self-placements on the

role of government—the policy dimension/group dyad for which respondents tended

to be most accurate—self-placements within ideological groups tended to be relatively

unimodal with means (denoted in the figures with dotted vertical lines) roughly equal to

9As Figure 1(b) shows, the sole exception is conservatives’ position on the proper role of

government. In this case, modal perceptions match up perfectly with the modal position

of conservatives, but not with the mean position of conservatives.
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modes. This rules out the possibility that respondents used “modal liberal” and “modal

conservative” as heuristics for the groups’ “average” identifiers.

(Insert Figures 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d here.)

Interestingly, one group is more accurate than the others in its perceptions of liberals

and conservatives: the staunch moderates. Whereas both liberal and conservative identi-

fiers believe liberal Californians to be significantly more liberal than they actually are, the

moderate respondents who claim to not lean either way hold perceptions of liberals that

are not significantly different from the truth. Moderates actually tend to underestimate

conservatives’ conservatism on economic issues. And while their perceptions of conser-

vatives’ environmental views are slightly more extreme than the truth, these perceptions

are significantly better than those held by conservatives themselves. While unexpected,

this finding is noteworthy, particularly when considering the information flows these

individuals are likely to receive vis-a-vis other citizens. Moderate citizens may be less

politically engaged (Abramowitz 2010) and less likely to receive messages about mass

polarization from the media and other elites as a result. Compounding this, ideologi-

cal identifiers are more likely than true moderates to turn to the ideological and partisan

media outlets that most heavily exaggerate polarization (Stroud 2008). However, like

partisans, ideological identifiers may simply enjoy political competition more than true

moderates (Green, Palmquist and Schickler 2002) and may overestimate conflict between

the groups as a result. As discussed in the final section of this paper, future work should

examine this unexpected result more systematically.
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Study 2: The Effect of Misperceived Extremism on Political

Attitudes

Study 1 demonstrates that voters in California who identify as liberal or conservative,

or at least lean one way or the other, tend to overestimate the degree of polarization

within the state’s mass public. What are the consequences of this perceptual error? More

specifically, do these erroneous beliefs about peers lead individuals to develop and report

attitudes that are more extreme than they otherwise would? Study 2 relies on a survey

experiment conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) online labor market to

answer this question.10

Research Design

The goals of this study are twofold: to again demonstrate Study 1’s findings with a dif-

ferent population and to determine whether these misperceptions affect individuals’ po-

litical attitudes. As such, a “tell-ask” experimental research design is an ideal strategy

10As Berinsky, Huber and Lenz (2012) note, Amazon’s online labor market is more rep-

resentative of the United States population than the student samples traditionally used

in psychology experiments, but it is “less representative than subjects in Internet-based

panels or national probability samples.” The more often expressed concern about MTurk

regards validity. Many fear that the economics of MTurk incentivize participants to take

surveys and experiments less-than-seriously (Paolacci, Chandler and Ipeirotis 2010). Both

studies cited in this footnote, however, have replicated results conducted in the labora-

tory, suggesting that Mechanical Turk can be used to make inferences that are at least as

valid as those made using traditional convenience samples.
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because it allows us to do both of these things in cases in which widespread ignorance

exists in the population of interest. In this design, the true positions of liberals and con-

servatives are provided to subjects assigned to the “tell” condition, thus manipulating

beliefs by removing the ignorance.11

The procedures for the “tell” and “ask” conditions were identical but for the ma-

nipulation itself, which occurred over a series of three screens on an Internet survey.12

I presented participants assigned to the “ask” condition with two manipulable sliding

seven-point scales on each of these three screens. Each screen contained the text from

an American National Election Study (ANES) issue scale question and asked participants

to estimate the “average positions taken by people who call themselves liberal and peo-

ple who call themselves conservative.” In an attempt to capture three different, salient,

dimensions of political conflict in America, I asked participants to estimate the average

11Similar information-providing designs have been implemented to test whether the

correction of widely-held misinformation affects political attitudes. See Kuklinski et al.

(2000), Gilens (2001), Todorov and Mandisodza (2004), and Howell and West (2009).
12Since the nature of the study made the collection of party and ideological self-

identification problematic—collecting these data prior to the experiment would intro-

duce priming, but collecting them after the experiment exposes them to the effects of the

treatments—I used a two-wave panel design. Participants reported party identification,

ideological self-placement, education, and political knowledge in the first wave. Partici-

pants completed the second wave, in which the experiment was embedded, five to nine

days after the first. Attrition was high (49.3%), albeit typical for Mechanical Turk pan-

els, and a potential concern is that participants in the second wave were unusual, thus

severely limiting external validity. However, no differences emerge to trigger concerns

about nonresponse bias. (See SI section 3.)
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liberal and conservative positions on: 1) whether or not the government should guaran-

tee each person a job and a certain standard of living, 2) how much they favor or oppose

the U.S. government paying for all necessary medical care for all Americans, and 3) the

importance of environmental protection versus protecting jobs and standard of living.13

After identifying their perceptions of the average liberal and average conservative stance

on these policy domains, participants moved on to the survey content in which the de-

pendent variables were measured.

I presented participants randomly assigned to the “tell” condition with graphics that

looked identical to the sliding scales used in the “ask” condition, but these graphics were

not manipulable. Instead, they showed participants liberals’ and conservatives’ true av-

erage positions on these three policy dimensions. (See SI section 4 for a comparison of the

experience across the conditions.) The average liberal position shown to subjects in “tell”

was the mean self-placement on each of the issue scales by 2008 ANES respondents who

identified as liberal, while the average conservative position was the mean self-placement

on the same issue scales by ANES respondents who identified as conservative.14

However, these types of manipulations present a compound treatment problem: the

“tell” treatment manipulates not only participants’ beliefs, but also the certainty with

13The first and third questions are analogous to the “role of government” and

“environment-economy tradeoff” questions used in Study 1. Study 2 was actually con-

ducted prior to Study 1, in 2012, and the Supreme Court had not yet ruled on the Consti-

tutionality of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. For this reason, I removed

all questions and manipulations related to health care from Study 1.
14Similar to Study 1, ANES respondents who self-placed at 1, 2, or 3 on the seven-point

ideology scale were considered liberal, and ANES respondents who self-identified as 5,

6, or 7 on the seven-point ideology scale were considered conservative.
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which they hold those beliefs. By comparing the “tell” and “ask” groups on the depen-

dent variable, we estimate an average treatment effect of being fully informed of the true

state of the world. While participants in the “ask” condition might only be taking a best

guess about the state of the world, participants in the “tell” condition believe with cer-

tainty that the information they possess is correct, provided that the manipulation works

as intended. This certainty, rather than the information itself, could affect outcomes on

dependent variables of interest. If, indeed, respondents use beliefs about groups’ po-

sitions as heuristic considerations when reporting policy opinions, these considerations

may become more important as certainty about the groups’ positions increases. On the

other hand, if respondents believe the groups hold extreme positions but hold such be-

liefs with uncertainty, they may discount these beliefs and instead rely more heavily on

other considerations. Thus, at best, the compound nature of the “tell” treatment vis-a-vis

the “ask” condition renders causal inference murky, and, at worst, could bias results.

I solve this problem with a treatment that differs only from the “tell” condition on

the information presented. Whereas the “tell” condition informs participants that self-

described liberals and conservatives are relatively moderate, the third condition (called

“distort”) attempts to impart (false) knowledge that the public is, in fact, relatively more

polarized along ideological lines than it actually is. While results from the “tell” and

“ask” conditions can determine whether misperceptions affect attitudes, comparing the

“tell” and “distort” conditions can determine whether misinformation about polarization,

decoupled from certainty, affects attitudes. The average positions given to participants as-

signed to this condition were the mean self-placement on each of the issue scales by ANES

respondents who self-identified as “extremely liberal” and “extremely conservative.”15

15These were the respondents who self-placed at 1 and 7 on the ANES 7-point scale.

On the healthcare issue scale, though, the mean location of “conservative” respondents
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On the same screen, I asked participants in “tell” and “distort” whether or not the

locations depicted on the issue scales surprised them. This question serves three pur-

poses. First, providing interactive content slows the survey experience on the manipula-

tion screen, thus decreasing the probability that quick survey-takers miss the manipula-

tion. Second, without such a question, participants in these two conditions might wonder

why they were shown the information and begin to suspect their role as experimental

subjects rather than survey respondents, thus opening the door for noncompliance or

demand characteristics. Finally, the question about whether or not the locations are sur-

prising serves as a manipulation check. Responses to this question can indicate whether

the “tell” condition presented novel information, and similarly, whether the “distort”

condition conformed to participants’ prior beliefs. The manipulation check confirms the

effectiveness of the treatments. Additionally, randomization checks confirm that random

assignment produced groups that were balanced on key covariates. 16

The primary dependent concept of interest is the degree of extremity of policy opin-

ions reported post-treatment. I asked for opinions on six specific policies, each of which

was related to one of the broader policy dimensions used in the treatments. These pol-

icy questions included five-point scales related to Social Security privatization, the 2009

economic stimulus, deficit reduction via raising taxes versus cutting spending, the Key-

stone XL pipeline, cap-and-trade, and a three-point question on the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act. Each item presented a neutral response (e.g., ”Neither favor nor op-

pose”), and such responses were always located at the midpoint of the response set. I

was actually more conservative than that of “very conservative” respondents. Because

the goal of the “distort” condition is to create the illusion of mass-level polarization as the

true state of the world, I chose to use the average response of the former group.
16See SI sections 7-8.
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measure response extremism, the dependent variable, as the absolute distance of the re-

ported opinion from the neutral response. As per Hypothesis 2, I expect that subjects in

the “tell” condition will report policy opinions that are significantly closer to the mid-

points of the policy questions than subjects assigned to the “ask” or “distort” conditions.

Because responses to individual survey items tend to be highly noisy byproducts of mul-

tiple considerations (Zaller 1992; Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder 2008), I construct an

index to measure the average extremism of responses to all questions (with extremity for

each component item rescaled 0-1). This index, ranging from 0-1, serves as the primary

outcome variable.17

Results

I turn first to presenting a similar pattern of results as those from Study 1. As Figure 2

shows, participants asked about their perceptions of the typical liberal and conservative

positions on the three policy dimensions reported beliefs that were significantly different

from the truth. These average misperceptions were large and in the expected direction:

participants’ perceptions of liberals and conservatives were far closer to the positions held

by the most extreme identifiers (those shown to participants assigned to the “distort”

condition) than to the true average positions of all group members (the positions shown

in the “tell” condition).18

(Insert Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c here.)

17See SI section 6 for details on the index and component items.
18As the confidence intervals indicate, the perceptions reported by participants assigned

to “ask” tend not to be significantly different from the positions held by the most extreme

liberals and conservatives. See SI section 5 for a full table corresponding to Figure 2.
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As in Study 1, these misperceptions are not limited to beliefs about the outgroup. As

Table 2 shows, both liberal and conservative participants tend to overestimate the ex-

tremism of both groups. Thus, we again observe a tendency to overestimate the degree

of polarization between citizens who identify as liberal and citizens who identify as con-

servative, rather than a simple attribution of extremity to the other side.

Evidence of moderates’ better perceptual accuracy is less clean in Study 2. The sam-

ple included just 12 non-leaning moderates, rendering meaningful inferences difficult to

obtain. Further, the evidence from this small subsample of moderates is mixed. On the

one hand, they report the most accurate perceptions, on average, for three of the six issue-

group pairings, better than any other group. On the other three issues for which they are

not more accurate than the target group itself, moderates’ perceptions are consistently

better than those of the target group’s outgroup (e.g., conservatives beliefs about liberals’

positions). On the other hand, the differences between moderates’ average perceptions

and those of the other groups are not significant, while moderates’ perceptions are signif-

icantly different from reality for five of the six issue-group pairings. But again, we should

interpret these results with caution: 95% confidence intervals for moderates’ average per-

ceptions were large, ranging from 1.35 to 1.84 points in width on the 7-point scale.

(Insert Table 2 here.)

Having found that participants overestimate their peers’ political extremity, I turn to

testing the effect of the “tell” condition. Does clearing up these misperceptions reduce

participants’ own extremity? Consistent with Hypothesis 2, the experimental results sug-

gest that it does. Informing participants of the public’s moderateness appears to decrease

the average extremity of opinions participants report in the battery of policy questions.

As Figure 3 shows, participants assigned to the “tell” condition report attitudes that are

8.0 percentage points more moderate, on average, than those reported by participants
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assigned to the “ask” condition (p = .09). This suggests that misperception of public po-

larization induces attitudes that are more extreme than they otherwise would be. This

apparent effect translates into a poleward movement of .24 on a seven-point scale. While

this may seem relatively small, it is important to note that if the “ask” condition most

accurately represents the state of the world, polarization on these issues is close to half

a point greater on a seven-point scale than it would be were participants fully informed

about where liberals and conservatives stand.

(Insert Figure 3 here.)

Similarly, reinforcing misperceptions of mass-level extremity produces policy opin-

ions that are significantly more extreme, on average, than those reported by participants

whose incorrect perceptions were dispelled. Figure 3 shows that participants assigned

to the “distort” condition reported opinions that were 11.3 percentage points more ex-

treme, on average, than those reported by participants assigned to the “tell” condition

(p = .02). Again translating this into spatial terms, the average treatment effect of the

“distort” condition is equivalent to a movement of .34 toward the appropriate anchor

of a seven-point scale. Note, however, that while participants assigned to “distort” re-

ported attitudes slightly more extreme than those assigned to “ask,” this difference is not

statistically significant. The major difference is found between “tell” and the other two

treatments. Correcting participants’ ignorance of the public’s centrism thus appears to

lead participants to report policy positions roughly 8–11 percentage points (or 0.48–0.68

scale points) more moderate, on average, than they otherwise would for these issues.

The estimates reported in Figure 3 are average treatment effects of information, gener-

ated by comparing the mean extremity of opinions reported by participants from the three

groups. However, we know that some participants (17.9%) assigned to the “tell” condi-

tion reported being unsurprised by the relatively centrist positions held by self-described
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liberals and conservatives. In addition to the average effect of this information, we might

be interested in the effect of such information being novel or surprising. We can estimate

such an effect via instrumental variables. This procedure is relatively straightforward for

a randomized experiment with one-way noncompliance, which we have in the case of

comparing the “ask” group to the “tell” group.19 By using assignment to the “tell” condi-

tion as an instrument for becoming informed about other citizens’ relative moderateness,

we can estimate a complier average causal effect (CACE) (Bloom 1984; Angrist and Pischke

2009). This is a local average treatment effect for individuals whose beliefs about their

peers’ extremism would be changed by the information provided in the “tell” condition.

According to such an analysis, as expected, the effect of the treatment on compliers is

larger than the corresponding average treatment effect depicted in Figure 3. Compared

to those assigned to the “ask” condition, participants who learn that liberals and conser-

vatives are actually more centrist than they had previously thought report opinions that

are 13 percentage points more moderate, on average (s.e. = 0.07, p = 0.08, two-sided

t-test, n = 67).20 Information about fellow citizens’ relative moderateness does not affect

everyone equally. But when this treatment does alter perceptions of public polarization,

its effect on the political opinions that individuals subsequently report is quite apparent.

The results presented thus far address the moderating effect of information about the

public’s relative centrism on individuals’ average extremity, measured by an index of pol-

icy opinion questions. This is the most reasonable way to gauge such an effect, as re-

sponses to individual survey items reflect a sample of disparate considerations and are

19That is, there is no way that participants assigned to the “ask” group could have re-

ceived the treatment, but participants assigned to the “tell” group could have been—and

were, in 17.9% of cases—unaffected by it.
20See SI section 10 for full details on the analysis and regression tables.
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prone to measurement error (Zaller 1992; Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder 2008). Given

this tendency, we should be surprised to find a significant effect of the “tell” treatment on

all of the individual policy opinion items, and, indeed, very few of these tests reach sta-

tistical significance.21 However, the coefficients associated with the “ask” and “distort”

treatments are positive for 10 out of the 12 individual items, which we would only expect

with a probability of .045 if the sign of these coefficients was determined by the flip of a

fair coin.22 This outcome indicates the robustness of the main finding and implies that no

single opinion item is driving the results reported in the pooled analyses.

Discussion

The studies here provide evidence that citizens believe their peers to be more polarized

than they actually are. Study 2 also provides evidence that such misperceptions can af-

fect individuals’ own political attitudes. When misperceived extremism is cleared up,

participants report attitudes of their own that are more moderate, on average, than those

of participants whose prior beliefs about liberals and conservatives are simply primed or

are reinforced. In this sense, misperceptions of polarization appear to be partially self-

fulfilling: erroneous beliefs about the extreme views of liberal and conservative citizens

lead individuals to adopt views that are slightly more extreme in and of themselves.

The finding that liberals and conservatives tend to view members of both groups as

21See SI section 6 for these individual tests and survey item details.
22When we drop the analysis of the “distort” condition on health care because respon-

dent perceptions of liberals and conservatives on this issue were actually more extreme

than the positions reported in “distort,” we are left with positive coefficients on 10 out of

11 individual-item analyses (p = .013).
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more extreme than they actually are is distinct in comparison to previous studies finding

that citizens are accurate with respect to their own groups’ positions but overattribute

extremism to the outgroup (Brady and Sniderman 1985; Linville and Jones 1980). In-

deed, Study 1 provides evidence that the most perceptually accurate participants are the

moderates—those who explicitly choose not to identify with either group when given the

chance to lean one way or the other. The reason for this noteworthy finding is beyond

the scope of this research but certainly worth future exploration. Past research has often

concluded that choosing sides correlates with civic engagement and political knowledge

(Keith et al. 1986; Abramowitz 2010). In the case of accurate perception of public opinion,

this does not appear to be true.

Interestingly, a similar pattern of across-the-board misperception emerges in Farwell

and Weiner’s (2000) lab study of stereotypes of liberals and conservatives: members

of both groups believe that ingroup members as well as outgroup members will be-

have in a more stereotype-confirming fashion than they actually do. Similarly, Robinson

et al. (1995) find that partisans are likely to believe their fellow group members are more

ideologically-motivated and less politically pragmatic than they truly are. The point is

that erroneous perceptions of other citizens are not restricted to beliefs about the out-

group, but instead appear to follow a more general pattern of overestimated polarization.

Why do we observe a discrepancy between the pattern of results found in this study

and the others described above when compared to Brady and Sniderman’s seminal find-

ing of one-sided misperception?23 While this question is outside the purview of this study,

23A potential reason pertains to samples. Brady and Sniderman rely on the ANES, a

representative sample of the American population, while the studies discussed and cited

here rely on a representative sample of Californian voters and a variety of convenience

samples. The results from California in Study 1 should cast doubt on this explanation.
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a possible avenue for future research concerns the information flows to which citizens are

exposed today compared to past decades. The proliferation of partisan media via cable

television, talk radio, and the Internet is a relatively recent phenomenon and one that has

shaped the way that citizens learn about politics. Gone are the days of the dominance

of dry and relatively unslanted nightly news broadcasts. Instead, the most politically

interested can choose from any number of ideologically congruent media outlets, while

the least interested can opt out altogether (Prior 2007). And as the late James Q. Wilson

(2006) argues, the increased competition in the media landscape has produced greater

sensationalism and combativeness in political coverage. Even in traditional news outlets,

however, citizens today encounter more extreme exemplars of liberals and conservatives

due to elite polarization. This, in and of itself, could affect citizens’ perceptions of the

groups at the mass-level. Future experimental research could manipulate the types of

media to which individuals are exposed, as well as the elite exemplars covered therein, to

better identify the effect of information flows on perceptions of mass-level polarization.

Additionally, citizens have become increasingly sorted into liberal and conservative

enclaves in recent decades (Bishop 2009). Residential sorting tends to produce social

networks that are more homogenous with respect to politics, which tends to encourage

political discussion within networks (Mutz 2002). One might conclude that increased dis-

cussion would lead citizens to hold more accurate perceptions. However, when citizens

think about sociopolitical groups, they may be most likely to recall the most ideologically

devoted members. Ideologues are most likely to engage in campaign activities, try to per-

The distribution of ideology in California is not unlike that of the entire United States (see

SI section 1.) More importantly and contrary to popular belief, Californians tend not to

be isolated in liberal and conservative havens where they rarely encounter the other side

of a debate (Kousser, Phillips and Shor 2013; Ahler, Citrin and Lenz 2013).
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suade other citizens to adopt similar beliefs, and undertake the types of actions that make

them easily accessible as liberal or conservative archetypes (Allport and Hartman 1925;

Fiorina, Abrams and Pope 2005). Thus, the effect of residential sorting on how citizens

perceive their own sociopolitical groups is another avenue of research worth exploring.

The psychological mechanisms underpinning this phenomenon should be fully ex-

plored, but so too should potential cures. The “tell” treatment very rarely exists in the

real world, if at all, but the “distort” treatment is available with the click of a mouse or

the tuning of a dial. This holds consequences for democratic accountability. A public

that believes itself to be divided into two extreme factions is one that can be more easily

manipulated by an elite political class that is, by many accounts, more extreme than the

citizens it informs and represents (Fiorina and Abrams 2009; Bafumi and Herron 2010).

The research presented here provides evidence that such erroneous beliefs do not simply

exist, but that citizens consider these beliefs when forming opinions and subsequently

veer from the political center themselves. As such, finding a way to broadcast the true

distribution of public opinion may constitute a start toward improving the political cli-

mate and re-engaging citizens in constructive political discussion.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Liberal and Conservative Positions, as Perceived by Respondents in Study 1

Role of Government Environmentalism
Liberals Conservatives Liberals Conservatives

Actual Mean Position 3.71 5.34 3.55 4.74
(0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08)

(n=444) (n=342) (n=342) (n=445)

Mean Estimate by Liberal Respondents 3.45** 5.52** 3.32** 5.39***
(0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07)

(n=434) (n=434) (n=436) (n=435)

Mean Estimate by Conservative Respondents 2.74*** 5.64** 2.81*** 5.12***
(0.10) (0.08) (0.10) (0.08)

(n=305) (n=306) (n=305) (n=306)

Mean Estimate by Moderate Respondents 3.63 5.16** 3.60 4.89*
(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

(n=431) (n=431) (n=432) (n=432)

Standard errors in parentheses. Two-sided t-tests of the hypothesis that the mean estimate equals the actual
mean position. Asterisks denote levels of statistical significance: * = p < .10; ** = p < .05; *** = p < .001.
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Table 2: Liberal and Conservative Positions, as Perceived by Liberal, Conservative, and Moderate Partici-
pants in Study 2

Role of Government Universal Healthcare Environmentalism
Liberals Conservatives Liberals Conservatives Liberals Conservatives

True Position 3.64 5.13 2.58 4.88 3.24 4.37

Mean Estimate by Liberal Participants 2.67*** 5.91** 2.01** 5.82*** 2.78** 5.92***
(0.23) (0.23) (0.17) (0.25) (0.20) (0.17)
(n=41) (n=41) (n=41) (n=41) (n=41) (n=41)

Mean Estimate by Conservative Participants 2.17*** 5.65* 1.70*** 5.96*** 2.08*** 5.64***
(0.29) (0.27) (0.20) (0.21) (0.18) (0.21)
(n=16) (n=16) (n=16) (n=16) (n=16) (n=16)

Mean Estimate by Moderate Participants 2.43** 5.71* 2.04 5.57 2.42** 5.48**
(0.33) (0.32) (0.31) (0.42) (0.32) (0.32)
(n=12) (n=12) (n=12) (n=12) (n=12) (n=12)

Standard errors in parentheses. Two-sided t-tests of the reported estimates against the true positions taken
by the average liberal or average conservative on the 2008 ANES. * = p < .10; ** = p < .05; *** = p < .001.
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Figure 1: Perceptions of Liberals and Conservatives in California, Compared with Actual Positions (Kernel
Density Estimates)

(a) Perceived and Actual Positions of CA Liberals on the Role of Government
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(b) Perceived and Actual Positions of CA Conservatives on the Role of Government
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(c) Perceived and Actual Positions of CA Liberals on Environmentalism
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(d) Perceived and Actual Positions of CA Conservatives on Environmentalism
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Figure 2: Spatial Representation of Perceptions of Liberal and Conservative Policy-Related Predispositions,
Compared to Information Given in “Tell” and “Distort”
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AL and AC are the average liberal and conservative positions given by subjects assigned to the “ask” con-
dition. Thick black bars represent 95% confidence intervals. TL and TC are the average positions reported
by all self-described liberals and self-described conservatives on the 2008 ANES, and subsequently used
for the “tell” condition in this study. DL and DC are the average positions reported by the most extreme
liberal and conservative identifiers on the 2008 ANES, used for this study’s “distort” condition.
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Figure 3: Mean Extremity of Political Opinion Reported by Study 2 Participants, by Experimental Condi-
tion
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Extremity is measured as the average of all policy opinions reported, folded. Standard errors in parentheses.
The difference in extremity between the “ask” and “tell” conditions is -0.80 (p < 0.10). The difference
in extremity betwen the “distort” and “tell” conditions is -0.113 (p < 0.05). The difference in extremity
between the “ask” and “distort” conditions is 0.032, which is not statistically significant. All p-values are
based on two-sided t-tests. See SI section 9 for regression tables.
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